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THE SOCIAL SECURITY COURT PROPOSAL: A
CRITIQUE
J.P. Ogily*
Since its inception, the federal Social Security Act' has provided for
judicial review of final decisions of the Secretary of Health and Human
Services2 regarding an individual's entitlement to social security bene-
fits.' The judicial burdens and administrative complications associated
with judicial review of social security determinations4 have multiplied
dramatically as Congress has expanded the scope of federal social se-
curity.5 Because of the general concern that the federal courts are be-
ing overwhelmed by increasing caseload pressures,6 including a rapidly
*Consultant, Center for Applied Legal Studies, Georgetown University Law Center, Wash-
ington, D.C.; B.A., Portland State University, 1968; J.D., Northwestern School of Law, Lewis
& Clark College, 1973; LL.M., Georgetown University Law Center, 1982.
The author expresses appreciation to Professor Roy A. Schotland of Georgetown Univer-
sity Law Center, and to Gregory P.N. Joseph of Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson,
New York, who offered comments on an earlier draft of this article, and to Marilyn B. Sha-
piro, who was responsible for typing the various drafts. The views expressed here, of course,
are those of the author.
1. 42 U.S.C. § 301 et. seq. (1976 & Supp. 11 1978) (amended).
2. 42 U.S.C. §§ 405(g), 1383(c) (1976). Formerly, the Secretary of Health and Human Services
was designated Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare. The Department of Education
Organization Act, Pub. L. No. 96-88, § 601, 93 Stat. 677 (1979).
3. The phrase "social security benefits," as used in this article, refers to (a) federal old-age,
survivors and disability insurance program benefits under Title 11 of the Social Security Act,
42 U.S.C. §§ 401-32 (1976), and the regulations promulgated thereunder, including 20
C.F.R. §§ 404.1-.1930 (1981); and (b) supplemental security income program benefits under
Title XVI of the Social Security Act, 42 U.S.C. §§ 1381-83 (1976), and the regulations
promulgated pursuant thereto, including 20 C.F.R. §§ 416.101-.2119 (1981) and appendices.
4. "Social security determinations," as used in this article, refers to formal administrative deci-
sions, made by the Secretary of Health and Human Services, concerning the entitlement of
individuals to federal old-age, survivors or disability insurance, or supplemental security in-
come benefits pursuant to any of the statutes or regulations set forth in note 3. supra.
5. In the past quarter-century, social security coverage has expanded from the relatively simple
federal old-age and survivors insurance trust into a complex array of complementary pro-
grams. In 1956, Congress amended Title 11 of the Social Security Act to provide cash bene-
fits. effective July, 1957. for disabled workers aged 50 and older. Social Security
Amendments of 1956, ch. 836, § 223, 70 Stat. 815 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 416 (1976)).
Within two years, Congress increased the scope of coverage under this program by providing
benefits for certain dependents of disabled workers. Social Security Amendments of 1958,
Pub. L. No. 85-840, 72 Stat. 1021 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 401 (1976)). Then, effective No-
vember. 1960, Congress expanded coverage to disabled workers below age 50. Social Secur-
ity Amendments of 1960, Pub. L. No. 86-778, 74 Stat. 967 (codified at 42 U.S.C. § 402
(1976)). In 1972, Congress established the Supplemental Security Income (SSI) program to
provide a guaranteed minimum income to the aged, blind, and disabled, irrespective of past
employment, based solely on need. Social Security Act, tit. XVI, Pub. L. No. 92-603. 86 Stat.
1465 (codifed at 42 U.S.C. § 1381 (1976)).
6. See generaly State of the Judiciary and Access to Justice. Hearings Before the Subcomm. on
Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the House Comm. on the Judiciary,
95th Cong., Ist Sess. (1977) [hereinafter cited as Hearings, Access to Justice]; see also DEP'T
OF JUSTICE COMM. ON REVISION OF THE FEDERAL JUDICIAL SYSTEM, THE NEEDS OF THE
FEDERAL COURTS 4-5 in id. at Appendix 9.
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escalating number of social security cases,7 and the perception that the
current method of judicial review results in a distinct lack of uniformity
in the administration of the Social Security Act, legislation proposing
the creation of an Article I Disability Court was introduced in the 95th
Congress.8 Although the Disability Court provisions of the proposed
legislation were not enacted, the debate over the need for such a tribu-
nal continues, and new legislation was introduced in the 97th Congress
to create a special Social Security Court.9
Following a brief description of the present system of judicial re-
view of social security decisions, and a look at the proposed Social Se-
curity Court alternative, this article examines in some detail the reasons
generally suggested as compelling the creation of a speciality court.
Next, the article examines the goals and values of judicial review and
discusses the Social Security Court concept as a vehicle to achieve these
goals and values. Finally, the article suggests several less drastic legis-
lative, administrative and judicial alternatives to a special court.
JUDICIAL REVIEW OF SOCIAL SECURITY DETERMINATIONS
The Present System of Review' °
A claimant for social security benefits initially must apply to the
Social Security Administration setting forth the basis of her claim of
entitlement. If her initial application for social security benefits is de-
nied, " she may, as an adversely affected party, request a reconsidera-
tion of the original action.1 2 If the decision is still unfavorable, the
claimant may request a de novo hearing before an Administrative Law
Judge (ALJ).' 3 If dissatisfied with the ALJ's hearing decision, the
claimant may request that the Appeals Council 4 review that action.' 5
7. The number of social security cases in the federal district courts has grown from 537 in 1969,
to 1,792 in 1971, to 10,355 in 1976. ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES
COURTS, ANNUAL REPORT FOR FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1972, at 115. Table 18 (1972);
ADM. OFF. OF THE U.S. CTS., ANN. REP. 189, Table 11 (1977). During Fiscal Year 1980,
9,043 social security cases were filed in the federal district courts. ADM. OFF. OF THE U.S.
CTs., ANN. REP. 230, Table 19 (1980) [hereinfter cited as 1980 ADM. ANN. REP.].
8. H.R. 8076, 95th Cong., Ist Sess. (1977).
9. See H.R. 5700, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982); H.R. 3865, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. (1981), 127
Cong. Rec. E 2815 (daily ed. June 9, 1981) (Remarks of Rep. Picle).
10. For a more complete description of the process, see R. DIXON, SOCIAL SECURITY DISABILITY
AND MASS JUSTICE 24-50 (1973) and H. MCCORMICK, SOCIAL SECURITY CLAIMS AND
PROCEDURES §§ 491-605, 691-739 (2d ed. 1978).
11. The following is also true if benefits previously granted are terminated by the Social Security
Administration (hereinafter sometimes referred to as the "Administration"). 20 C.F.R.
§ 404.902 (1981).
12. 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.907-.921 (1981). Reconsideration is strictly a paper review. The claimant
has no right to appear personally at this stage, but she may submit additional evidence in
support of her claim if she desires.
13. 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.929-.932 (1981). Hearing procedures are outlined generally at 20 C.F.R.
§ 404.944 (1981).
14. The Appeals Council is an internal review agency in the Office of Hearings and Appeals of
the Social Security Administration, the duty of which is to review decisions by the Adminsi-
trative Law Judges (ALJs). Review may be requested by any party dissatisfied with the
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Within 60 days of the date of receipt of the Appeals Council decision, 16
judicial review may be obtained by filing an action in the appropriate
federal district court.' 7 Once in the court system, review proceeds
along the customary civil route from the district court to a court -of
appeals' 8 and ultimately, at least in theory, to the United States
Supreme Court by way of a petition for writ of certiorari.t9
hearing decision or the Appeals Council may, on it own motion, initiate a review of the
ALJ's action. 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.967 & 404.969 (1981).
15. 20 C.F.R. §§ 404.967-.983 (1981).
16. The Appeals Council may deny or dismiss a request for review, or it may grant the request
and either issue a decision or remand the case to an ALJ. 20 C.F.R. § 404.967 (1981).
17. 42 U.S.C. § 405(g) (1976); 20 C.F.R. § 404.981 (1981). Venue for the review is in the district
court for the judicial district in which the plaintiff resides or has her principal place of busi-
ness, or if she does not reside or have her principal place of business within any such judicial
district, venue is in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia.
18. After the district court enters a final judgment, either party may appeal to the appropriate
United States Court of Appeals in the same manner as in other civil cases. 42 U.S.C.
§ 405(g) (1976); see 28 U.S.C § 1291 (1976).
19. "While any claimant denied by a United States court of appeals can file a petition for a writ
of certiorari, it is highly unlikely that the Supreme Court will hear the case unless an impor-
tant issue of federal constitutional law or statutory construction is involved or unless there is
a split in the way in which the court of appeals are resolving other important issues of Social
Security law." D. SWEENEY AND J. LYKO, PRACTICE MANUAL FOR SOCIAL SECURITY
CLAIMS 155 (1980). Few cases involving disability benefits have ever been decided by the
United States Supreme Court. But see, e.g., Richardson v. Perales, 402 U.S. 389 (197 1) (writ-
ten medical reports of expert consultants may be received as evidence despite the hearsay
character and may constitute substantial evidence against claimant). Where such benefits
have been involved, they have generally been peripheral to other constitutional issues. See,
e.g., Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319 (1976) (due process does not require a pre-termina-
tion hearing for recipients of disability insurance benefits). Recent Supreme Court decisions
arising out of social security cases have generally involved (a) constitutional challenges to a
denial of survivors or dependents benefits under the Act based upon gender-based distinc-
tions, see, e.g., Weinberger v. Weisenfeld, 420 U.S. 636 (1975) (widower with minor child of
deceased wife in his care entitled to "father's" benefits the same as a widow under similar
circumstances); Califano v. Goldfarb, 430 U.S. 199 (1977) (gender-based distinction which
required a widower, but not a widow, to prove dependency on his deceased wife prior to her
death violated the Due Process clause of the Fifth Amendment); Califano v. Webster, 430
U.S. 313 (1977) (the provision of the Social Security Act allowing women, who as such have
been unfairly hindered from earning as much as men, to eliminate additional low-earning
years from the calculation of their retirement benefits works directly to remedy some part of
the effect of past discrimination and is not unconstitutional); (b) constitutional challenges
based upon denial of equal protection where a specific class was denied survivors or depen-
dents benefits under the Act, see Jimenez v. Weinberger, 417 U.S. 628 (1974) (the complete
statutory bar to benefits imposed upon the subclass of beneficiaries-illegitimate children of
a disabled wage earner who were born after the wage earner became entitled to disability
insurance benefits-was not reasonably related to the valid governmental interest of prevent-
ing spurious claims); Weinberger v. Salfi, 422 U.S. 749 (1975) (the nine month duration-of-
marriage requirement held to be constitutional with respect to a widow and stepchild of a
deceased wage earner); Mathews v. De Castro, 429 U.S. 181 (1976) (difference in the statu-
tory treatment of married and divorced women permissible under the Due Process clause of
the Fifth Amendment); Mathews v. Lucas, 427 U.S. 495 (1976) and Norton v. Mathews, 427
U.S. 524 (1976) (the dependency requirement with respect to illegitimate children upheld as
constitutional); Califano v. Torres, 435 U.S. 1 (1978) (the Puerto Rico residency exclusion
upheld under SSI law); Califano v. Boles, 443 U.S. 282 (1979) (denial of "mother's insurance
benefits" to the mother of an illegitimate child who never married the wage earner who
fathered the child did not violate the Due Process clause); and Schweiker v. Wilson, 450 U.S.
221 (198 1) (denial of SSI allowance for "comforts" only to those in public mental institutions
whose care was funded by Medicaid does not violate equal protection); or (c) statutory or
constitutional challenges to administrative or judicial review of administrative actions, see,
e.g., Mathews v. Weber, 423 U.S. 261 (1976) (Federal Magistrate Act of 1968 permitted the
District Court to refer all social security benefits cases to United States Magistrates);
232 Journal of Legislation [Vol. 9:229
The Proposed Social Security Court Alternative
Legislation introduced in the 97th Congress 20 would provide spe-
cific statutory authority for the current Appeals Council review pro-
cess 21 and would create a wholly new specialized court22 to review all
Califano v. Sanders, 430 U.S. 99 (1977) (the Administrative Procedure Act does not afford an
implied grant of subject matter jurisdiction permitting federal judicial review of agency ac-
tion; and the Social Security Act does not authorize judicial review of a final decision refus-
ing to reopen a claim for benefits absent a constitutional challenge); and Schweiker v.
Hansen, 450 U.S. 785 (1981) (government not estopped from denying benefits because al-
leged misinformation from a government employee caused potential claimant to forego filing
a written claim for benefits).
20. H.R. 5700, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982).
21. The Appeals Council would be reconstituted as the Review Board. Generally, the Review
Board would have the same responsibilities and authority as the present Appeals Council.
However, the draft does provide some specific limitations on review: the findings of the
ALJs would be conclusive if supported by a preponderance of the evidence and the Board
would be permitted to consider new evidence only when such evidence is material to the
issue to be decided and there is good cause for the failure to incorporate such evidence into
the record of the hearing. See H.R. 3865, supra note 9, at 2, lines 1-23.
22. The creation of specialty courts is not a new concept in American jurisprudence. The oldest
of the specialized courts, the Court of Claims, was established in 1855. 28 U.S.C. §§ 171-75
(1976). Since that time, "frequently and irrepressibly there have come demands for special
courts to deal with particular kinds of claims which in the minds of the agitators called for
special treatment." Rightmire, Special Federal Courts. 13 ILL. L. REV. 15 (1918). In addition
to the Court of Claims, other special tribunals are the Customs Court (formerly the Board of
General Appraisers), created in 1890; the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, created in
1909; the Tax Court, formerly an administrative agency and part of the executive branch
which was converted into an Article I court in 1969, 26 U.S.C. 7441 (1976): the United States
Court of Military Appeals. 10 U.S.C. § 867 (1976), which is part of the government of the
armed forces- and the Special Court. Regional Railroad Reorganization Act of 1973, 45
U.S.C. § 719 (1976). The Railroad Court is staffed by three designated federal judges with
exclusive jurisdiction to review the final system plan called for by the statute, Some special
courts were created but later passed out of existence for one reason or another. See. e.g.. the
Court of Private Land Claims. which came into existence on March 3, 1891, with jurisdiction
over claims in the territory acquired from Mexico under the treaties of Guadaloupe-Hildalgo
and Mesilla. Although initially limited to a life of four years. it was extended until June 30,
1904 (Rightmire, supra. at 18): the Commerce Court, created to review decisions of the Inter-
state Commerce Commission. It -was born in a political storm-almost at once became the
object of political attack and bona fide opposition, was under Congressional investigation
almost continuously, was rescued from annihilation via the starvation route twice by the
President's veto, and was choked to death in an appropriation bill and so came to a tragic
end after three years of violent experiences" (Rightmire, supra, at 97): the Temporary Emer-
gency Court of Appeals, created by Pub. L. No. 92-210. § 211 (b), 85 Stat. 749, Act of Decem-
ber 22, 1971, to hear appeals in cases arising out of the price-wage stabilization regulations.
The Temporary Emergency Court of Appeals was staffed by judges of existing federal courts.
and went out of existence when the program of price-wage controls ended in 1974. Still
other proposals for special courts have never been accepted, see. e.g.. the Court of Indian
Claims, proposed in the 59th Congress to adjudicate all claims made between the federal
government and the Indian tribes, and with supervision and control over contracts for the
prosecution of claims made between the claimant and a lawyer (Rightmire. supra, at 15): the
Court of Pension Appeals-legislation introduced in both the 56th and 57th Congresses
would have created a special tribunal to hear appeals from the Commissioner of Pensions
(Rightmire. supra, at 16): the Court of Arbitration-according to a bill introduced in the 64th
Congress, one Court of Arbitration would have been established in each circuit, judgment
would have been "final, without jury, in cases arising on [sic] contract, tort, replevin, eject-
ment . . . or admiralty: the parties to the case were to be required to agree in writing to
submit their claims and to abide by the decision of the court." Rightmire, supra. at 16.
Creation of a United States Administrative Court had been proposed both before enactment
of the Administrative Procedure Act, 5 U.S.C. §§ 551-9 (1976). and since its enactment in
1946. See, e.g., S. 1835. 73d Cong., Ist Sess.: S. 3787 and H.R. 12297, 74th Cong., 2d Sess.: S.
3676, 75th Cong., 3d Sess.; H.R. 234, 76th Cong.. Ist Sess.: S. 684. 81st Cong., Ist Sess.: H.R.
4661, 81st Cong.. Ist Sess.; REP. OF PRES.'S COMM. ON ADM. MAN. (Jan. 8. 1937): Twi-NTY-
SEVEN MONOGRAPHS OF THE ATr'Y GEN'S COMM. ON ADM. PRO'.. S. Doci. No. 186, 76th
Social Security Court Proposal
final decisions made under the old-age, survivors, and disability insur-
ance program, and final determinations made under the Supplemental
Security Income program.23
The new court would be known as the Social Security Court. It
would be an Article I court2 4 modeled primarily on the Tax Court.25
The tribunal would be staffed by 20judges. 26 The chiefjudge would be
paid at the same rate as judges of the federal district courts; however,
the other members would receive a lesser rate of pay.27 The judges
would have a limited term of office (ten years) and could be removed
by the President for inefficiency, neglect of duty, or malfeasance in of-
fice.28 The chief judge could divide the Court into divisions of one or
more judges;29 the Court (or any division) could sit at any place within
the United States.3°
The Court would prescribe its own rules of practice and proce-
dure,3t including the specification of qualifications for persons repre-
senting claimants, but no qualified person could be denied admission to
Cong., 3d Sess. and S. Doc. No. 10, 77th Cong., Ist Sess.; REP. OF ATT'Y GEN'S COMM. ON
ADM. PROC., S. Doc. No. 8, 77th Cong., Ist Sess.; Beelar, Federal Legislation: US Adminis-
traiive Court, 24 GEO. L.J. 944 (1936); Cooper, The Proposed United States Administrative
Court, 35 MIcH. L. REV., Part I, at 193 (1936) and Part 2, at 565 (1937); Davison,,AnAdmin-
istrative Court of the United States, 24 GEO. WASH. L. REv. 613 (1956); Henke, The Tax
Court, The Proposed Administrative Court, and Judicialization, 18 BAYLOR L..,REV. 449
(1966); and Nathanson, Proposalsfor An Administrative Appellate Court, 25 AD. L. REV. 85
(1973).
Other proposed courts have included a specialized trade court with jurisdiction similar to
that held by the FTC and NLRB (see Kintner, The Trade Court Proposal" An Examination of
Some Possible Defects, 44 A.B.A.J. 441 (1958)); a United States Economy Court, comprised
of three judges, sitting en bane, each trained in economics and assisted by economists, having
jurisdiction over labor disputes (see Kutner, Due Process of Economy.- A Proposalfor a
United States Economy Court, 15 U. MIAMI L. REV. 341 (1961)); a specialized court for
patent litigation (see Rifkind, 4 Special Courtfor Patent Litigation? The Danger ofa Special-
izedJudiciary. 37 A.B.A.J. 425 (195 I)); an environmental court (see Kiechel, Jr., Environmen-
tal Court Vel Non, 3 E.L.R. 50,013-16 (1973)); OAKES, Developments in Environmental Law, 3
E.L.R. 50,001 (1973); Whitney, The Casefor Creating a Special Environmental Court System,
14 WM. & MARY L. REV. 473 (1973), andA Further Comment, 15 WM. & MARY L. REV. 33
(1973); and Leventhal, Environmental Decivionmaking and the Role ofthe Courts, 122 U. PA.
L. REV. 509 (1974). Since 1913, with the minor exceptions of the Temporary Emergency
Court of Appeals and the Special Railroad Court, both of which have limited life spans,
Congress has resisted the many pressures, which continue to this day, for creation o new
courts with specialized subject matter jurisdiction.
23. The 1977 version of the proposal had a much narrower jurisdictional basis. The special
court would have been limited to reviewing final decisions of the Secretary under sections
205(g) and 1631(c) of the Act only to the extent that such decisions involved the issue of
disability. As a consequence, the 1977 legislation required a bifurcation of factual and legal
issues by confining the jurisdiction of the Special Disability Court to issues'of fact while
retaining jurisdiction in the federal district courts for issues of law, e.g., statutory interpreta-
tion and constitutional issues. See H.R. 8076, 95th Cong., 1st Sess., § 1124(b) (1977).
24. U.S. CONST., Art. I, § 8.
25. Interview with Frederick B. Amer, Staff Member of the Subcommittee on Social Security of
the Committee on Ways and Means, U.S. House of Representatives, in Washington, D.C.
(Mar. 31, 1981).
26. H.R. 3865, supra note 9, at § 1130(c)(1) (1982).
27. 1d. at § I130(c)(2).
28. Id. at § 1130(c)(4), (5).
29. Id. at § 1130(d)(2).
30. Id. at § 1130(d)(4).
31. Id. at § 1130(e)(I).
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practice before the Court because of his or her failure to be a member
of any profession or calling.32 The chief judge would have the author-
ity to appoint commissioners33 who presumably would sit as special
trial judges. Decisions of the Court's divisions would be subject to
"own motion" review by the chief judge within 30 days after such deci-
sion.34 Only those cases selected for publication by the chief judge
would serve as precedent in subsequent cases.35 Limited review of the
decisions of the Court would be exclusively in the United States Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia.36
THE SUGGESTED NEED FOR CHANGE
Proponents of the Social Security Court concept generally pose two
principil arguments to demonstrate the need for a special court. They
point, first, to the lack of uniformity of decisions resulting from the
present method of judicial review and, second, to the adverse impact of
the large number of cases filed each year under the social security laws
on an already overburdened federal judiciary.3' Neither of these argu-
ments, however, withstands close scrutiny.
Lack of Uniformity of Decisions
The desire for uniformity of decisions has two applications in the
context of Social Security adjudication. First, there is the perceived
lack of uniformity in the pronouncement of general principles of law in
interpreting the substantive and procedural provisions of the Act.38
Second, there is the perceived lack of uniformity of outcomes among
the decisions of the various adjudicative bodies through which a claim
for benefits must travel. 39 That is, on the same facts, not only do the
district judges frequently disagree with the ALJs, but the ALJs disagree
among themselves and disagree, as well, with the initial evaluators at
the state level.'
32. Id.
33. Id. at § 1130(e)(3).
34. Id. at § 1130(e)(7).
35. Id. at § 1130(e)(8)(B).
36. Id. at § 1130(g).
37. See President Carter's Social Security Proposals: Hearings on H.R. 8076 Before the Social
Security Subcomm. of the House Comm on Ways and Means, 95th Cong., Ist Sess. 798 (1977)
[hereinafter cited as Hearings, Pres. Carter's Soc. Sec. Proposals]; NATIONAL COMM. ON SO-
CIAL SECURITY, FINAL REPORT: SOCIAL SECURITv IN AMERICA'S FUTURE 222-23 (March,
1981).
38. The discussion of cases in this section concentrates on cases involving claims for disability
benefits, including SSI disability. Although claims for disability benefits constitute only 35
percent of all applications for benefits, see U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WEL-
FARE, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINSTRATION 1, 2, & 4 (1979), they
constitute 95.6% of all hearings before the ALJs, id. at 59, and 64% of all requests for judicial
review of administrative denials. 1980 ADM. ANN. REP.. supra note 7, at 76, table 30. Were
it not for disability cases, there would be no movement at all for the creation of a Social
Security Court.
39. See notes 1I-19 supra.
40. Despite the often heard complaint that the courts are dictating policy to SSA because of the
[Vol. 9:229
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Absolute uniformity of outcome or even a close approximation of
such uniformity is probably unattainable within the present scheme of
individualized determinations where so many decisions are based upon
substantially subjective applications of broad criteria. Although the
Social Security Administration has taken steps recently to achieve
greater uniformity of outcomes in disability cases turning on the evalu-
ation of vocational factors, a ' it remains to be seen whether any real
improvement will result.
Judicial decisions support the contention that the present method of
judicial review works against the establishment of uniform principles of
law and procedure. However, the perceived lack of uniformity may not
number of reversals and remands of administrative decisions, the fact is that the Secretary
enjoys a very favorable affirmation rate in the courts. During 1979, the Secretary had an
eighty percent affirmance rate. U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE, AN-
NUAL REPORT OF THE SOC. SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 2 (1980).
The history of internal consistency is somewhat less favorable. A study conducted by the
Government Accounting Office (GAO) found significant variation in decisions among State
agencies. By random sample, the GAO selected 221 social security and SSI disability claims
which had been adjudicated by one State agency. The GAO then transmitted copies of the
claims folders to ten other State agencies and to adjudicators in the Bureau of Disability
Insurance (BDI) of the Social Security Administration. Of the 221 cases studied, there was
complete agreement on the proper decision in only forty-eight cases, and in only 119 of the
221 cases was there substantial agreement (defined as agreement by six of the eleven State
agencies). Moreover, the Federal adjudicators agreed with only seventy-six of the 119 cases
where six or more states were in accord. The GAO attributed the lack of agreement, in part,
to SSA's failure to take agressive action to (I) provide timely, clear, and concise criteria and
instructions, (2) assure that uniform training is provided to all State agency employees, and
(3) assure that its quality assurance system-established to monitor the quality of the disabil-
ity process-is adequately implemented. STAFF OF THE SUBCOMM. ON SOCIAL SECURITY OF
THE HOUSE COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, DISABILITY INSURANCE, LEGISLATIVE ISSUE PA-
PER 8-11 (May 17, 1976).
Administrative Law Judges reverse the determinations of the State agencies nearly 60%
of the time. For all cases during the fiscal year 1978 (Oct. I, 1977 to Oct. I, 1978), the
reversal rate was 55.3%. during fiscal year 1979. 58.5% : and during the first half of fiscal year
1980. the rate was 61.71%,. See OHA (APPEALS COUNCIL). MLstORANtUM TO RE(GIONAL
Cult AIMIN1SrRAIt l- Lxw JUDE. RI(iAON 4 (on file with the author).
Inter-judge variation in reversal rates is perhaps even more significant than the fact that
ALJs as a group reverse nearly 60% of the cases to come before them. One recent study
found that some judges reverse only 10% of the time while others reverse upwards of 90% of
the time. C. Goetz. F. Goodman, W. Schwartz, D. Verkil & M. Carrow, ed. NATIONAL
CENTER FOR ADMINISTRATIVE JUSTICE, SOCIAL SECURITY HEARINGS AND APPEALS 21-24
(1978) [hereinafter cited as MASHAW]. The researchers speculate that inter-judge variations
in reversal rates are a product of subjective factors, probably relating primarily to the inter-
pretative role of the ALJ rather than the investigative one. "If the proportion of close cases is
large, relatively trivial amounts of subjective interpretation discretion may tip reversal rates
in either direction." Id. at 24.
41. See Medical Vocational Guidelines, 20 C.F.R., subpart P, Appendix 2. following § 404.1598
(1981). In publishing these regulations, the Department (HHS) announced that its purpose
was to "consolidate and elaborate upon longstanding policies for adjudicating disability
claims in which an individual's age, education and work experience must be considered in
addition to the medical condition . . . . Consolidating these policies and incorporating
them into the regulations will serve to . . . better assure the soundness and consistency of
disability determinations in all claims that are filed regardless of the level at which adjudi-
cated .... " 43 FED. REG. 9285 (1978). This method of addressing decisional inconsisten-
cies has been suggested for years. See, e.g.. Dixon. The Welfare State and Mass Justice. A
Warning from the Social Security Disabilitl' Program, DUKE L.J. 681, 736 (1972) and SUB-
COMM. ON SOCIAL SECURITY, COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, 94TH CONG., IST SESS., RE-
CENT STUDIES RELEVANT TO THE DISABILITY HEARINGS AND APPEAL CRISIS 12 (Dec. 20,
1975).
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be a serious problem; rather, it can be viewed as evidence of the
healthy functioning of an independent judiciary. Indeed, among them-
selves, the courts have been remarkably uniform in their legal interpre-
tations of the Act; the lack of uniformity in legal interpretation, to the
extent it exists,42 lies between judicial and administrative interpreta-
tions of the Social Security Act.
Unquestionably, with 516 judges and 439 magistrates hearing social
security cases in 95 federal district courts and with 132 judges hearing
social security appeals in 11 (now 12) circuit courts of appeals, 43 some
variance in the announcement and application of principles of substan-
tive and procedural law is to be expected. For the most part, however,
the announcedprinciples of law are remarkably uniform among the
various courts.' It is doubtful that the present method of judicial re-
view of final administrative decisions results in significant variations of
principles or outcomes. Most district court reversals are based simply
42. The most serious legal interpretative disagreement between the courts and the Administra-
tion involved what came to be known as the Kerner doctrine. See Kerner v. Flemming, 283
F.2d 916, 921 (2d Cir. 1960) (a landmark opinion in which Judge Friendly concluded that a
disability determination "requires the resolution of two issues-what can applicant do, and
what employment opportunities are there for a man who can do only what applicant can do?
Mere theoretical ability to engage in substantial gainful activity is not enough if no reason-
able opportunity for this is available"). This test for disability became the standard for judi-
cial review of disability determinations in a clear majority of the circuits. See Note, Judicial
Review of Social Security Disability Decisions: A Proposalfor Change, I I TEx. TECH. L. REv.
215, 230, 234 (1980); Note, Social Security Determinations. The Burden of Proof on Appeal,
63 Mich. L. Rev. 1465; 1469-70 (1965); and cases collected in Annot., 22 A. L.R. 3d 440. 446
(1968 and Supp. 1980). However, conflicts among the circuits and the Secretary soon devel-
oped as some courts went beyond Kerner by, in effect, imposing on the Secretary an affirma-
tive duty to determine employability as well as disability. See, e.g., King v. Gardner, 391
F.2d 401, 405 (5th Cir. 1967) (Wisdom, J. dissenting, asserted that the test being articulated
by the majority frustrated the will of Congress by converting the disability insurance provi-
sions into an unemployment law).
This conflict was remedied in 1967 when Congress amended the Social Security Act to
provide that a worker is not under a disability if she has the ability to engage in some type of
substantial gainful work that exists in the national economy regardless of whether or not
such work exists in the general area in which she lives or whether she would be hired to do
such work. Social Security Act Amendments of 1967, Pub. L. No. 90-248, § 158, 81 Stat. 821
(1967); seealso S. Rep. No. 744, 90th Cong., Ist Sess., reprinted in 1967 U.S. CODE CONG. &
AD. NEWS 2834, 2882.
For a time after the 1967 Amendments, the Secretary continued to resist the courts with
regard to burden of proof: the Secretary interpreted the Act as requiring the applicant for
disability benefits to demonstrate inability to perform past relevant work and inability to
perform any other substantial gainful activity existing in the national economy. The courts
uniformly held, however, that once the claimant has met the burden of establishing she can
no longer perform past work, the burden shifts to the Secretary to establish that the claimant
can, considering age, education and work experience, perform specific jobs that exist in the
national economy. See, e.g., Montgomery v. Weinberger. 514 F.2d 1211 (6th Cir. 1975):
Mims v. Califano, 581 F.2d 1211 (5th Cir. 1978); and the cases collected in Annot., 22 A.L.R.
3d 440, 446 (1968 and Supp. 1980) and in I UNEMPL. INS. RPrR. (CCH) J 12,429.51 and
.515. The Secretary seems to have acquiesced in this method of allocating the burden of
proof on production. See Memorandum in Support of Defendant's Motion of Summary
Judgment at 25, Stallings v. Harris, C.A. No. 79-1051 (W.D. Tenn. 1980).
Although the wisdom or propriety of shifting the burden of proof or production to the
Secretary (once the claimant establishes a prima facie case) may be questioned (see generali)y,
Note, Judicial Review of Social Security Disability Decisions: A Proposalfor Change, I I TEx.
TECH. L. REV. 215 (1980)), there is little doubt about the uniformity of the practice.
43. 1980 ADM. ANN. REP., supra note 7, at 1, table 19 (1980).
44. Two examples serve to illustrate the uniformity of principle among the ccuuns The first
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on the absence of substantial evidence to support the Secretary's deci-
sion; they announce no rules or principles of general application. To a
lesser extent, this is also true of appellate decisions. Moreover, those
opinions that do contain general language can often be construed as
example deals with alcoholism as a disabling illness, the second with pain as a factor of
disability.
Prior to July 18, 1975, special rules existed for proving disability based on addiction to
alcohol. The rules (see former § 12.04(g)(3), Appendix I of 20 C.F.R., Subpart P, Regulation
4 (1975)) provided that it was necessary for a claimant to furnish evidence of irreversible
organ damage in order to establish disability by reason of drug addiction or alcoholism.
Some courts rejected the "irreversible organ damage" rule and held that chronic alcoholism
alone could qualify a claimant for disability benefits if the alcoholism in fact rendered the
claimant disabled within the meaning of the Act. See cases collected in I UNEMPL. INS.
RPTR. (CCH) 12,429.5793. See generally, Note, Social Security Benefits.- Three Current
Problems, 52 MINN. L. REV. 165, 190-93 (1967). One commentator observed that the cases
in which alcoholism or its effects comprised the basis of the disability claim, reflect a process
whereby the courts were endeavoring to keep pace with changing moral and medical atti-
tutes. Since the Act does not expressly deal with alcoholism, much room remained for ad-
ministrative and judicial interpretation. Analysis of the cases, in this view, disclosed a
transition from a period when alcoholism was expressly stated to be, or seemed to have been
presumed to be, a voluntary condition not within the purview of the disability insurance
program, to a more modern period in which it is believed that while some alcoholics can stop
drinking, more cannot. See Annot., 39 A.L.R. Fed. 182. 189-90 (1978).
In 1975, the regulation dealing with alcoholism was amended because of the numerous
judicial decisions finding compensable disability due to alcoholism. MASHAW, supra note 40,
at 141. Even so, SSA was unwilling to admit that it was changing its policy with regard to
addiction to alcohol. See 40 FED. REG. 30,262-63 (July 18, 1975): "The purpose of the
proposed regulations is to make unequivocally clear what has been the Social Security Ad-
ministration policy from the beginning of the Disability Insurance Program, i.e., the presence
of a condition diagnosed as addiction to alcohol or drugs will not, by itself, be the basis for a
finding that the individual is or is not under a disability." The leading case applying the
regulation, as amended, is Adams v. Weinberger, 548 F.2d 239 (8th Cir. 1977), which enunci-
ated the test that compensable disability exists if the claimant is addicted to alcohol and as a
consequence has lost the voluntary ability to control its use. The Adams test is followed in
the courts of most of the circuits. See the cases collected in I UNEMPL. INS. RPTR. (CCH)
12,429.5792.
Like alcoholism, pain as a factor in disability determinations has led to seemingly incon-
sistent decisions. Because pain is a subjective complaint, often incapable of proof or satisfac-
tory measurement by objective medical means, it has caused the Secretary and the courts
difficulty when considered as a factor of disability. Presently, the Secretary will never find an
individual disabled based exclusively on subjective symptoms of pain; he requires medical
signs or findings which demonstrate that there is a medical condition that could reasonably
be expected to produce the subjective symptoms. 20 C.F.R. § 404.1529 (1981). The courts
seem to agree with this general statement of principle; however, sometimes the language of
the opinions suggests a more liberal position in application. Most courts have stated that a
person is disabled where pain is so severe as to make gainful employment impossible. See
cases collected in Annot., 23 A.L.R. 3d 1034, 1045 (1969 and Supp. 1980). Some courts go
further to hold that an individual is disabled if he or she can engage in substantial gainful
activity, but only while under great pain. Id. at 1046-47.
These decisions should not cause the Secretary any real problems in applying the law in a
uniform manner because the courts still require some showing of an objectively demonstra-
ble underlying condition which may account for the pain. Several courts have gone even
further and held pain, even if unaccompanied by any objectively observable symptoms,
which is nevertheless real to the sufferer and so intense as to be disabling, will support a
claim for disability benefits. Id. at 1053. Other courts appear to hold that subjective symp-
toms of pain are insufficient to support a finding of disability. Id. at 1056. However, a
careful reading of these cases reveals that no such general rule can be stated. Insofar as a
uniform principle is concerned, the courts are united: Pain, by itself, may be a disabling
impairment and although the pain must result from an anatomical, physiological or psycho-
logical abnormality which is demonstrable by medically acceptable clinical and laboratory
diagnostic techniques, the evidence to support a finding of disabling impairment need not be
objective evidence. MASHAW, supra note 40, at 143-44.
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grounded on the facts of the particular case.4 5
Caseload Burden on the Federal District Court
The second major reason advanced for the creation of a special So-
cial Security Court is the dramatic increase in federal district court
cases seeking review of administrative determinations made under the
Social Security Act.46 Proponents of the special court believe that re-
moval of social security cases will provide significant workload relief to
an admittedly overburdened judiciary.47
An examination of unweighted statistics demonstrates that cases
filed under the social security laws constitute a significant proportion of
the filings each year in the federal district courts.48 The number and
distribution of the cases filed, however, suggest that the burden on the
courts is neither accelerating nor uniformly distributed.
First, the problem is shrinking: after a dramatic increase in filings
during the year ending June 30, 1976,19 there has been a steady decline
in the number of filings each year.50 Second, filings seem to be highly
concentrated in a very few districts.5 ' This concentration of cases has
led some commentators to suggest local reasons for the burden on these
45. MASHAW, supra note 40, at 140.
46. See note 37 supra.
47. See generally, Hearings, Access to Justice, supra note 6.
48. There were 168,789 civil cases commenced in the U.S. District Courts during the year ending
June 30, 1980. Of these cases, 9,043 (5.3 percent) were actions under the Social Security laws
(208 Health Insurance Benefits (Medicare) cases, 42 U.S.C. § 1395 FF(B) (1976): 208 "Black
Lung" Benefits cases, 30 U.S.C. § 923 (1976): 4,795 Disability Insurance Benefits cases for
workers, Child's Insurance Benefits based on disability, Widow's or Widower's Insurance
Benefits cases, 42 U.S.C. § 405(g) (1976): 976 Supplemental Security Income (SSI) cases,
filed under Title XVI of the Social Security Act: 127 Retirement (old age) and Survivors
Benefits cases, 405 U.S.C. § 405(g); and 2.729 other cases not covered by one of the other
categories. 1980 ADM. ANN. REP., supra note 7, at 61, Table 19, and at 76, Table 30.
49. There were 5,846 cases commenced in the U.S. District Courts during the year ending June
30, 1975, and 10,095 cases commenced in the year ending June 30. 1976. Id. The increase in
filings was due primarily to a near doubling of "Black Lung" cases from 2,600 in 1975 to
4,700 in 1976 and from the influx of the first significant litigation activity in the SSI program.
U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE SOCIAL SE-
CURITY ADMINISTRATION 21, 44 (April 20, 1977).
50. The most substantial decline in social security filings has been in cases involving "Black
Lung" benefits which dropped 36.2% to 208 cases between 1979 and 1980 and from a high
for "Black Lung" cases of 4,908 in 1976. The only type of social security case which exper-
ienced an increase over 1979 was claims for disability insurance benefits which increased
from 866 to 976 in 1980. Id. at 73. The decline in "Black Lung" benefit cases results from a
shift in responsibility for new Black Lung miner claims to the Department of Labor in July,
1973 (most new survivors' claims were shifted in January, 1974). Although the Social Secur-
ity Administration is still responsible for administering Part B of the Federal Coal Mine
Health and Safety Act of 1969, 30 U.S.C. § 921, et seq. (1976), involving claims for benefits
filed on or before December 31, 1972, fewer and fewer adjudications of such claims will
result. See U.S. DEP'T OF HEALTH, EDUCATION AND WELFARE, ANNUAL REPORT OF THE
SOCIAL SECURITY ADMINISTRATION 24 (1978).
51. For the year ending June 30, 1980, seven districts (Puerto Rico, Eastern District of New
York, South Carolina, Western District of Virginia, Eastern District of Michigan, Northern
District of Ohio, and Southern District of Ohio) handled 32% of the social security cases
filed. 1980 ADM. ANN. REP., supra note 7, at 74-75, Table 29. The District Courts for the
Fourth, Fifth and Sixth Circuits accounted for over 53% of all filings under the Social Secur-
ity Laws. Id.
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courts;52 it also suggests the opportunity and advisability of tailoring
local solutions. Social security cases do not create substantial caseload
burdens in a clear majority of the districts; the means adopted to allevi-
ate the actual burdens should not be predicated on false assumptions of
universal or uniform problems.
Third, the social security filings do not constitute a burden in the
courts directly proportionate to their numbers. The most significant
factor is the burden imposed in terms of judicial time and resources
committed. Most cases brought under the social security laws are of a
non-complex, routine nature. Further, most are disposed of on motions
for summary judgment.5 3 In many districts, judges do not even ask for
oral arguments on the motions for summary judgment. Less than 0.3
percent ever reach trial,54 and these are not extended trials. Judicial
opinions are usually very short, averaging less than three pages.55
Weighted caseload studies completed by the Federal Judicial Center in
1979 concluded that a typical social security case involves only about
one-fourth of the judicial time and resources expended on an average
case.
56
Not only is the expenditure of district court judge time minimal
when compared to other types of civil cases,57 but the use of magistrates
to decide social security cases has risen dramatically in recent years. In
fiscal year 1975, magistrates disposed of fifteen percent of the social
security matters decided in the district courts.-8 By 1980, the percent-
age had increased to forty-four percent, with magistrates disposing of
4,213 cases of the 9,584 decided.5 ' There is room for even greater use
of magistrates in this area, particularly in those districts carrying the
larger social security caseloads.6"
52. Telephone interview with Professor Jerry L. Mashaw (March 31, 1981). Professor Mashaw
suggested that the concentration of cases in the Fourth and Sixth Courts of Appeals might be
accounted for, in part, by the response of the judges to the decline of the soft coal industry
centered in the States comprising those circuits. It is his beliefthe liberal decisions by district
court judges and judges in the courts of appeals have made the disability program into a
regional unemployment program for miners. See also, Hearings, Pres. Carter's Soc. Sec.
Proposals, supra note 37. at 821 (1977) (statement of Dennis M. Sweeney, Chief Attorney for
the Administrative Law Center of the Legal Aid Bureau in Baltimore, Maryland).
53. Fed. R. Civ. P. 56.
54. Of the 9.584 cases terminated by the U.S. District Courts during the 12-month period ending
June 30, 1980, 2,651 required no court action: 6,933 were resolved before pre-trial; 233 were
resolved during or after pre-trial; and only 26 required trial (24 non-jury and two jury trials).
1980 ADM. ANN. REP., supra note 7. at A-26, Table C-4.
55. MASHAW, supra note 40. at 127.
56. With the average case having a value of 1.0000, the typical social security case (regardless of
what type) was assigned the value of 0.2637. 1980 ADM. ANN. REP., Supra note 7, at 161,
Table X-2.
57. Id. at A-160-64.
58. MASHAW, supra note 40. at 127.
59. 1980 ADM. ANN. REP.. supra note 7, at II, Table 12.
60. Of the seven districts having the largest social security caseloads, see note 51 supra, at least
two rarely used magistrates to decide social security cases in the 12-month period ending
June 30. 1980. Puerto Rico. with 484 cases, used magistrates in only thirty-seven cases; East-
ern District of New York. with 360 cases, used magistrates in only twenty-seven cases. 1980
ADM. ANN. REP.. supra note 7, compare 125, Table 65 with 74-75, Table 29.
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Indeed, even if the caseload burdens were more substantial-and
less redressable-than in fact they are, the present proposal would
seem ill-suited to resolve them. The proposed jurisdiction of the Social
Security Court still leaves with the district courts some thirty-five per-
cent of the social security cases.6 If workload relief is the goal of the
Social Security Court, the pending proposal does not achieve it.
POSSIBLE MEASURES OF COST-BENEFIT
It is beyond the scope of this article to attempt a detailed cost-bene-
fit analysis of the Social Security Court concept. Nevertheless, it is pos-
sible to isolate a number of the economic costs which would attend the
creation of a Social Security Court. In this era of cutbacks in govern-
ment spending, the cost effectiveness of a specialized court could mean
the difference between adoption and rejection, all other matters being
equal.
From the dual premise that the federal courts are severely
overburdened and that the creation of a specialized court for social se-
curity matters will only reduce, rather than eliminate the burden, it
may be posited that the creation of a Social Security Court will not
result in the reduction of the number of judges in the Federal system.
There is no evidence that the marginal burden imposed on the courts in
processing social security cases is quantitatively such that the elimina-
tion of the caseload will result in the need for fewer federal judges. In
light of the erratic distribution of the cases,6 2 any decrease in the
number of judges would be highly dubious, certainly with respect to
the vast majority of districts. Therefore, no immediate savings to the
United States District Courts by the creation of the Social Security
Court may reasonably be expected.63
On the other side of the equation, in addition to the one-time start-
up costs of a Social Security Court, a rough estimate of the necessary
annual appropriation for the Court can be drawn from the figures pro-
vided by Representative Andy Jacobs, Jr. of Indiana during Congres-
sional hearings in 1977. 4 Referring to the authorization of additional
federal district court judges, he explained that, "Federal district judges
are pretty expensive animals. Some say that the start up is $1 million a
coop, and care and feeding runs $500,000 a year per judge."65 Assum-
ing similar costs for the proposed 20 judges of the Social Security
61. Medicare benefits cases, "Black Lung" benefits cases, and other cases such as those seeking
review under provisions of the Act granting Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC) would still be initiated in the district courts.
62. See note 51 and accompanying text supra.
63. It is possible to speculate that fewer new federal judges may be required in the future if the
marginal burden imposed in processing social security cases were removed. There is a
dearth of evidence in support of this proposition, however, and it therefore rests purely as
conjecture.
64. See Hearings. Pres. Carter's Soc. Sec. Proposals, supra note 37. at 808-22.
65. Id. at 820.
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Court, "care and feeding" would cost $10 million per year. This $10
million figure is in line with the combined annual and supplemental
appropriations for the Court of Customs and Patent Appeals, Customs
Court, and Court of Claims which, for a total of 20 judges, exceeds $12
million annually.66 Similarly, the projected fiscal 1982 appropriation
for the Tax Court, with 19 judges (projected) and 13 special trial judges
is $12,404,000.67
ACHIEVING THE GOALS OF JUDICIAL REVIEW
Summary of Values and Goals
In order to assess the ability of a specialized Social Security Court
to provide better judicial review of the final decisions of the Secretary,
it is necessary to articulate the primary functions, goals, or values of
judicial review. The principal benefit of judicial review is the added
accuracy it may impart to the claims determination process. The court
can accomplish this "corrective" function by correcting erroneous ad-
ministrative decisions itself or by inviting the administrator to do so
through remand in the relatively small number of cases that are
brought to court. 61 Second, the "regulative" function promotes accu-
racy in the larger number of cases that do not go to court through either
of two effects: the in terrorem effect 69 or the precedential effect.7"
Apart from promoting accuracy, judicial review also performs a legiti-
mizing function," a critical function, 7' and a public information
function.73
In addition to the general values and functions of judicial review,
the Social Security Court is designed to ensure related goals: uniform-
ity or consistency of decisions by the reviewing body,74 quality of deci-
66. 1980 ADM. ANN. REP.. supra note 7, at 28. Table 20.
67. Budget of the United States: Appendix. FY 1982, at 1-828-29.
68. MASHAW. supra note 40. at 136.
69. Fear ofjudicial reversal inducing a more thorough and painstaking review by the agency.
Id.
70. Compliance by the agency with court-imposed rules and standards which may lead to more
accurate decision making. See also MASHAW, supra note 40, at 136.
71. The legitimizing function is posited in terms of the disposition of claimants for benefits (and
the interested public) to accept the fairness of the process and the justness of its outcome
because of the fact that an unfavorable administrative determination is subject to scrutiny by
an independent judiciary. Id. at 136-37. See also Kramer, The Place and Function of Judicial
Review in the .4dmnistrative Process. 28 FORD L. REV. 1, 8-9 (1959) and Whitney, The Case
for Creating a Special Environment Court S 'stem. 14 WM. & MARY L. REV. 473, 522 (1973).
72. The critical factor is the result of the -steady stream of reasoned, sharply focused criticism
and feedback" which court decisions afford the agency, "even if the agency feels no obliga-
tion whatever to give them precedential effect". MASHAW. supra note 40, at 137.
73. Serving "as a window on an agency whose operations would otherwise be largely invisible,
court decisions have a public information function. . . . Court decisions, at the instance of
individual claimants, open the disability process to public view, defining and sharpening
issues that might never otherwise have surfaced." Id. at 137.
74. Id. at 148.
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sion making,75 speed in resolving controversies,76 and the expertise77
and independence7 8 of the reviewing body.
Social Security Court as Vehicle to Achieve These Goals
An examination of the desirability of instituting a Social Security
Court to accomplish the specific values and goals of judicial review
identified above shows that the pending proposal is inadequate.
Corrective Function. The study by the National Center for Adminis-
trative Justice 79 minimizes the importance of the corrective function in
judicial review of social security decisions as currently practiced. The
fact that the judges of the special court can be expected to develop con-
siderably more expertise in the subject matter under review than is de-
veloped by generalized judges leads one to suspect that the special
court would be more capable of arriving at a correct decision.8 ° How-
ever, given that the standard of review (substantial evidence) is to re-
main the same, theoretically, there is no reason to believe that the
special court judges will be willing to substitute their own judgment for
that of the ALJ in order to arrive at a more "correct" result.
Regulative Function. The regulative value of judicial review under
current practices is likewise very limited. The threat of reversal under
current review procedures is quite remote since only one AU denial in
15 is taken to court.8 ' There is no reason to believe that the percentage
75. Most people agree that the quality of decisions depends, in large part. on the quality of the
people who are the deciders. Id. at 149.
76. The speed with which the reviewing body resolves controversies brought to it is a factor of
many things, including the structure of the body (that is: How many judges? What control
does it have over its own docket?), as well as the complexity of the matters to be decided.
77. The need for expertise in the reviewing body is a frequently advanced rationale for special-
ized courts. See Kiechel, Environmental Court Vel Non, 3 E.L.R. 50,013. 50.015 (1973);
Henke, The Tax Court, The ProposedAdministrative Court. and Judicialization, 18 BAYLOR L.
REV. 449, 451 (1966); and Rightmire, supra note 22. at IS.
78. The National Center for Administrative Justice Study, see MASHAW, supra note 40. notes
that the reviewing tribunal must be independent from the bureaucratic perspective in order
to serve the legitimizing function of judicial review, It finds two components to the bureau-
cratic perspective. The first is called the "institutional bias" ("the influence of the pressures
of workload, administrative inertia, and conventional wisdom on decision making"). The
second aspect is called the "policy bias" ("the policy predilections that may result from the
dominance of certain interests in the administrative process, the peculiar preferences of hier-
archial superiors, or the attitudes of influential Members of Congress"). MASHAW. supra
note 40, at 150.
One additional factor may alone justify judicial review, even on questions of fact. That
factor is the availability of judicial review as provided by statute to citizens aggrieved by
nearly all other types of formal administrative action. "To make an exception for [social
security claimants] would be viewed . . . as a mark of disregard for their welfare." Id. at
137.
79. MASHAW, supra note 40, at 147.
80. The need for expertise is frequently advanced by proponents of specialized courts. See, e.g..
Henke, supra note 77. at 451 (Tax Court): Keichel. supra note 77, at 50.015 (Environmental
Court); Kutner, supra note 22. at 341 (Econom) Court): Nathanson. supra note 75. at 89
(Administrative Appellate Court): and Rightmire. supra note 22. at 16 (Court of Patent Ap-
peals) and at 31 (Court of Customs Appeals).
81. "In terrorem effects appear to be... nonexistent. . . . In addition, the contribution ofjudi-
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of reviewed denials would be significantly greater with Social Security
Court review, although it is possible that denied claimants would come
to view the special court as less awesome than a federal district court
and would pursue appealspro se.82
As with the in terrorem effect of review, the influence of judicial
review through precedential effect is presently quite limited, since, as
was noted above, most district court reversals are based simply on the
absence of substantial evidence to support the Secretary's decision, and
those opinions that do contain general language can often be construed
as grounded upon the facts of the particular case.83 Furthermore, there
is no assurance that the agency will treat even a decision clearly in-
tended to state a general rule as a binding precedent.84
There is no reason to suppose that the decisions of the Social Secur-
ity Court will have any more value or acceptance as precedent than the
decisions of the present reviewing courts. The principles announced by
the courts over the years have been remarkably uniform.85 The deci-
sions of the courts have not been universally consistent with the inter-
pretations of the Secretary. For that reason proponents are calling for
the creation of the special court. They assume that a single Social Se-
curity Court will issue uniform and consistent decisions which will not
differ from the interpretation of the law by the Secretary. This assump-
tion seems to be unrealistically optimistic at best, and highly undesir-
able at worst. The Social Security Court is designed to assure the
issuance of internally consistent opinions intended to have precedential
effect in subsequent cases. However, nothing in the law requires the
Secretary to acquiesce in the decisions of the court.
Moreover, the unstated assumption that Social Security Court deci-
sions will be more consistent with the Secretary's own interpretations of
the Act is a cause for some concern. Since members of the Social Se-
cial review to precedent setting seems to result as much from congressional reversal of judi-
cial interpretations as from Secretarial acquiescence in a congressional confirmation of
judicial decisions. It is at least arguable that the lack of acquiescence by the Secretary and by
the Congress in the views of the judiciary is a sensible response to an enunciation of eviden-
tiary and procedural principles that would unduly formalize the SSA hearing process and
radically increase the administrative costs of decisions. A judicial posture that seeks to limit
the ALJ's capacity to substitute his judgment for that of treating physicians or vocational
experts . . . may . . exalt the integrity of trial process over the integrity of the program."
MASHAW. supra note 40, at 147.
82. Although a claimant may seek reviewpro se in the federal district courts, most undoubtedly
do not. However, the relaxed rules permitting participation by non-attorney counsel before
the Social Security Court, see note 32 supra, may not only encourage non-attorney represen-
tation, but may also encourage more claimants to seek to represent themselves.
83. See text accompanying note 45 supra.
84. "'Over the years, SSA has shown little inclination to give precedential effect to decisions of
the district and circuit courts." MASHAW. supra note 40, at 140. A review of Social Security
Rulings from 1979 through April, 1981 reveals no court decisions in which the SSA specifi-
cally' acquiesced in any general ruling and only three in which it refused to acquiesce in the
decision. The National Center for Administrative Justice study summarizes the Secretary's
instruction to ALJs regarding judicial precedents: "follow the Secretary in case of conflict;
without conflict, follow the courts, at least in procedural or evidentiary matters." Id. at 141.
85. See notes 42 and 44 supra.
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curity Court must know that the very existence of the Court is a result
of the desire for greater uniformity and efficiency, there is a risk of
pressure upon the Court to develop general and broadly applicable
rules at the expense of careful, individualized consideration of the
cases.8 6 There also appears to be a real danger of institutional bias in
favor of the Social Security Administration. The members of the Court
probably will be drawn, in large part, from the pool of past and present
Administrative Law Judges, Appeals Council Members, and Agency
officials who would undoubtedly tend to share the Secretary's outlook
with regard to most matters which would come before the Court.87
Furthermore, since the judges are appointed by the President to per-
form a specialist rather than a generalist function, it would be much
easier to appoint judges who share an administration's narrow concern
with the fiscal integrity of the trust fund, thereby assuring an anti-
claimant bias on the panel.88 The relative ease with which the Social
Security Court judges could be removed89 and the finite term of their
appointments' also make the Court more susceptible than Article III
judges to pressures and influences.
The new draft legislation (H.R. 3865) does address a consistency
problem which existed in the 1977 special court proposal. Instead of
permitting appeal of special Social Security Court decisions to any of
the 12 United States Courts of Appeals, the new legislation limits ap-
peals to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Colum-
bia Circuit. The draft legislation further limits review to questions of
statutory interpretation and constitutional issues.9
The latter restriction may limit the workload while permitting one
court to speak on questions of principle, thereby assuring greater likeli-
hood of consistency. However, as noted above, the problem of serious
conflicting pronouncements of principles among the several circuit
courts has rarely existed.92 Restricting review to a single court may
unduly inhibit the opportunity for widely disseminated discussion of a
question of statutory interpretation. Instead of the opportunity for sev-
eral courts to consider a question by drawing on and expanding upon
the scholarly considerations of prior decisions, a serious question of
statutory interpretation will be considered by only two courts before
possible presentation to the United States Supreme Court.
86. Hearings, Pres. Carter's Soc. Sec. Proposals, Part H, 95th Cong., Ist Sess. 816 (1977) (state-
ment of Edward C. King).
87. Id. at 817.
88. By contrast, appointees to the regular federal district courts may share the President's poUt-
ical philosophy, but it is nearly impossible to assure that the judge will agree with the Presi-
dent on each of the wide range of issues (from abortion to capital punishment) which will
come before the judge.
89. H.R. 3865, 97th Cong., Ist Sess., § i130(c)(5) (1981).
90. Id. at § 1130(c)(4).
91. Id. at § 1130(g).
92. See note 44 supra.
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Generalist vs. Specialist Judges. The preference for a generalist rather
than a specialist judiciary stems not only from the fear of undue pres-
sures being brought to bear on the specialist bodies, but more impor-
tantly, from a belief that substantial benefits are to be gained from the
workings of a generalist judiciary. The judicial process requires "the
unique capacity to see things in their context. '93 Balkanization of the
judicial system prevents the cross-fertilization of different areas of law
through ideas and societal interests. The history and success of Anglo-
American jurisprudence is dependent upon the non-expert, unbiased,
independent trier of fact.94
There is no demonstrated need in social security cases for expertise
in the reviewing judge. Indeed, a specialist may be a detriment to
proper review. Despite the substantial evidence rule, the specialist
might be more willing to substitute his or her own judgment for that of
the administrative decision maker. Someone who has an extensive
background in the subject matter and who deals exclusively with that
subject matter is much more likely to intrude than a generalist judge
who, although not well versed in medical-vocational issues, is an expert
in testing the soundness of the decision-making process. The specialist
judge who sees nothing but social security cases day after day may also
come to place less reliance on legislative standards and more reliance
on administrative interpretations. Seeing a far greater number of simi-
lar cases, the specialist judge is much more likely to judge an individual
case relative to other cases he or she has seen rather than in its con-
formity to an external standard, i.e., the legislative standard.95 This
tendency is more likely to de-emphasize individual determinations in
the name of expediency and uniformity. Such uniformity may well
evade the goals articulated by the legislature rather than further them.
Legitimization. The extent to which the Social Security Court is less
independent than the regular federal judiciary necessarily impacts un-
favorably on its legitimizing function. As discussed above, there exist
real concerns regarding the independence of the Social Security Court
as proposed. The present Appeals Council has almost no credibility
with claimants and their representatives as a remedial body. To the
extent that the Social Security Court becomes a client of the Social Se-
curity Administration, and dissimilar to an Article III court, it will suf-
fer the same reputation. To the extent that the Social Security Court
departs from the structure of an Article III court, it must necessarily
lose stature.96
93. Rifkind, supra note 22, at 425.
94. Strikingly, both of the special courts created by Congress since 1913, the Temporary Emer-
gency Court of Appeals, and the Special Railroad Court have utilized currently-sitting
generalist federal court judges to staff them.
95. MASHAW, supra note 40, at 139.
96. See Dix, The Death of he Commerce Court: A Study in Institutional Weakness, 8 AM. J.
LEGAL HIST. 238, 259-60 (1964):
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Decisional Quality. The quality of decisions depends in large part on
the quality of the people who are the decision makers.97 Although no
empirical studies are available, the conventional status ordering of law-
yers makes it likely that Article III judges will be more able than Social
Security Court judges. A structure that strongly differentiates Social
Security Court judges from regular judges in terms of pay, tenure, and
jurisdiction will decrease the quality and/or perception of quality of
the tribunal.98
Speedy Resolution of Cases. Many factors determine the speed with
which conflicts are resolved by the judicial process. Because of the
existence of so many interdependent factors, it is difficult to predict
whether a specialized court will contribute substantially to the speedy
resolution of conflicts.
The delay in finally resolving social security claims that are initially
rejected is largely attributable to the long and generally inefficient ad-
ministrative review process. Presumably, this delay would remain un-
affected by the creation of any Social Security Court. The federal
district courts contribute to delay to the extent that they remand mat-
ters to the Secretary for further study rather than affirming or reversing
outright the decision of the Secretary. The delay caused by remand is
not insignificant because of the frequent use of this device by the
courts.99 However, the proposed Social Security Court would also re-
mand wrongly decided cases to the agency."
Certainly the number of judges available to resolve controversies
impacts upon the speedy resolution of these controversies. In this re-
spect, the Social Security Court proposal well withstands analysis. An
unsophisticated statistical analysis of workloads indicates that the 20
judges of the Social Security Court are likely to be able to terminate the
[T]hree characteristics appear-in light of the experience of the Commerce Court-to
be significant factors in the institutional strength of the federal courts:
a. The personnel of the courts appear to possess a distinct 'judicial nature.'
Their behavior, techniques, and surroundings create an impression of impartiality
and indifference to political influence which successfully demands for them a respect
beyond that accorded other government officials.
b. The courts themselves perform a traditional function of the application of es-
tablished law. This creates the impression of leaving policy issues to the legislature
and executive branches and of confining the courts to a mythical mechanical function.
c. The courts are integrated into a tight and homogeneous system. No variations
of subject matter, selection technique, or decisional basis differentiates one from the
other. As a result, each decision made by each individual court has behind it the
strength of the entire system and the support which the system has accumulated in 175
years.
97. MASHAW, supra note 40, at 149.
98. Id.
99. During the period 1970-75, 34% of appealed cases were remanded to the Secretary. Id. at
125.
100. Since there is no reason to believe that fear of reversal by a reviewing court causes any
significant delays in the present administrative process, the creation of a specialized court
should not be expected to significantly change administrative processing time. However, if a
Social Security Court issues fewer remands, it is possible that some administrative processing
time will be saved.
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same number of cases each year as the present contingent of 516 fed-
eral district court judges.
In 1980, the number of case dispositions was 311 per district judge-
ship.' 0 ' Using the weighted caseload figures for all civil and criminal
cases, the average value per case (aggregate criminal and civil) was
1.01168, or about 1. Assuming a continuing level of about 9,000 social
security cases per year, the judges would be responsible for 450 cases
each. However, a social security case requires less judicial time and
resources than the average case. For comparative purposes, multiply-
ing the 450 cases by the weighting factor of 0.2637 102 yields 119 cases
per judgeship. Naturally, if the Social Security Court judges need to
travel frequently in order to hear cases in locations more convenient to
the claimants, the time needed per case can be expected to rise. How-
ever, these figures would indicate a great deal of leeway before the 20
judges would be overworked.
ALTERNATIVES TO THE SOCIAL SECURITY COURT
Assuming that the courts are not going to adopt a more conserva-
tive reading of the substantial evidence rule and refuse to reverse or to
remand large numbers of cases before them, there remain a number of
alternatives available for reform short of a radical shift of judicial re-
view of social security cases to a special court. These alternatives may
accomplish the joint goals of judicial review and decreased judicial
workload more effectively than a special court.
Elimination of Judicial Review
The most radical alternative contemplates elimination of judicial
review for social security cases. The compensation and disability pro-
grams of the Veterans Administration, for example, traditionally have
been exempt from judicial review. This exemption, however, has been
under attack for several years. Moreover, the values of judicial re-
view, 0 3 militate against such a radical departure from the norm.
Stricter Standard of Review
Alternatively, the substantial evidence rule standard of review
could be replaced by the arbitrary and capricious standard. By requir-
ing the claimant to meet a stricter standard, few cases are likely to be
reversed or remanded on review, resulting in greater acceptance of ad-
ministrative interpretations and, ultimately, fewer appeals of adminis-
trative decisions because of the declining likelihood of success on
appeal.'O° However, the terms "arbitrary and capricious" are still sub-
101. 1980 ADM. ANN. REP., supra n'te 7, at 54.
102. Id. at 161, Table X-2.
103. See text accompanying notes 68-73 supra.
104. Professor Dixon would have supported this solution. He believed that the best job possible
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ject to judicial interpretation in the particular case and may well be no
more effective than the present standard in stemming the high number
of reversals and remands of administrative decisions. Further, such a
rate of reversals and remands may be a positive force in effectuating
the remedial legislative intent underlying the Social Security Act.
Clearer/Stricter Eligibility Standard
Congressional Alternatives. Perhaps a more popular alternative is the
perennial call to amend the definition of disability. Where there was
once the successful efforts to liberalize the definition, 0 -5 the more recent
concern over the fiscal integrity of the trust fund and the perceived in-
consistency in decisions has led to proposals for a more restrictive defi-
nition. The Reagan administration recently announced a proposal to
seek legislation which would severely restrict the award of disability
benefits by making radical changes in the definition of disability.'°6 A
less sweeping, but no less significant, proposal was suggested by Mr.
Edwin Yourman in 1976 as the result of an exploratory study of the
feasibility of developing a more objective statutory test.0 7
Professor Dixon suggested that revision of the abstract statutory
definition of disability should be a last recourse. He suggested, instead,
several revisions which might complete creation of clearer standards:
(1) explicit statutory direction for SSA to make and enforce more
detailedper se rules of disability; (2) clarification of the presumption to
apply in close cases; (3) confinement of SSA disability to a wholly ob-
jective series of tightly drawn measures of physical incapacity and reli-
ance on other federal programs to take care of needs in the present
difficult border-line claims area; or (4) removal of confidentiality from
SSA cases and publication of Appeals Council decisions.' 0 8
The Congress can also take steps to provide guidance with regard to
specific issues without tampering with the abstract statutory definition
of disability: An example of this approach is the current proposal to
of adjudicating claims should be accomplished at the first stage where a record hearing is
feasible or mandated, and that "appeals [should] be rare and confined to correction of irra-
tionality." Dixon, supra note 41, at 681, 735.
105. See note 5 supra.
106. Washington Post, May 13, 1981, at 1, col. 5; SUBCOMM. ON SOCIAL SECURITY OF HOUSE
COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, 97TH CONG., IST SESS., REAGAN ADMINISTRATIVE DISABIL-
ITY PROPOSALS (Comm. Print 1981).
107. Specifically, Yourman recommended:
that consideration be given to a statutory amendment to authorize the Secretary to
establish two or more levels of severity of impairments and criteria for a vocational
classification of individuals. Eligibility would be based upon meeting a severity of
impairment listing for the vocational class determined under the criteria. The most
vocationally disadvantaged (with age as a factor) could qualify on the basis of the
lowest severity of impairment.
Reports of Consultants on Actuarial and Definitional.Aspects of Social Security Disability Insur-
ance, Hearings Before the Social Security Subcomr. of the House Comm. on Ways and
Means, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 5 (1976) (Report of Edwin Yourman, former Assistant General
Counsel of HEW).
108. Dixon, supra note 41, at 736-37.
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amend the Act to provide more concrete guidance regarding the evalu-
ation of pain as a factor of disability.' °9
Administrative Alternatives. In addition to legislative alternatives to a
special court, there are several regulative actions that SSA may institute
without legislative action. After many years of prodding by Congress
and promises to act by the Social Security Administration, in 1979 SSA
finally issued regulations designed to provide a framework for consid-
eration of the non-medical factors of age, education, and work experi-
ence in disability determinations. ' 0 In issuing the regulations, the
Secretary expressed his belief that the regulations would "serve to bet-
ter assure the soundness and consistency of disability determinations in
all claims that are filed regardless of the level at which adjudicated
Although the guidelines had been available to the 'disability evalu-
ators at the initial levels of consideration, they were neither generally
available to nor binding upon the ALJs at the hearing level. Therefore,
it is not surprising to find a wide inconsistency among decisions. It
remains to be seen whether the new regulations will have the antici-
pated and desired effect of creating more consistency and uniformity at
all levels of adjudication; however, it is clear that this is a readily acces-
sible tool.' I2
Modified Reconsideration Process
For at least ten years, the Social Security Administration has exper-
imented with a change in the reconsideration stage of evaluation,"13
which could result in a significant decrease in the number of appeals by
claimants from adverse decisions. 1 4 Among other changes in evalua-
tion procedures, the reconsideration team would conduct a face-to-face
contact with the claimant, something that does not occur under the
present scheme until the hearing date before the ALJ. Despite the
years of study, the agency has yet to issue a report summarizing the
data.
A preliminary report of the results of a portion of the study revealed
a statistically significant decrease in documentation and decisional er-
rors along with a more humanized adjudicative process." 5 Until the
109. H.R. 3207, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. § 205, 127 CONG. REC. H 1444, H 1449 (daily ed. April 9,
1981); H.R. 5700, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. § 8(a) (1982); H.R. 6181, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., § 8
(1982). Although this writer doubts that the language of the amendment cures any perceived
misinterpretation of the Act, it is clearly an example of the type of legislation that may be
drafted to provide for more uniformity of principles and perhaps outcomes.
110. Medical-Vocational Guidelines, 20 C.F.R. § 404, Appendix 2, following § 404.1598 (1981).
IlI. 43 Fed. Reg. 55,349 (1978).
112. Professor Dixon, in 1972, specifically recommended the creation of more detailed substantive
regulations as a solution to the problem of decisional inconsistencies. Dixon, supra note 41,
at 736.
113. See note 12 supra.
114. See Dixon, supra note 41, at 737.
115. Analyst/Medical Consultant Examination Project, A Research and Demonstration Project of
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agency publishes the results of the entire study, involving some 2,400
claims, it is only conjecture as to the effect of face-to-face contacts at
the reconsideration stage. However, it is conceivable that involving the
claimant personally at an earlier stage of the review process will in-
crease "client" satisfaction and decrease incentive to appeal.
Other Agency Options
Two other suggestions totally within the control of the agency de-
serve some mention. Where district court decisions are inconsistent
with the Secretary's interpretation of the Act, appeal to the appropriate
court of appeals and, if necessary, to the United States Supreme Court
could be used with much more frequency than at present. It is some-
what anomalous to suggest the creation of a new form for judicial re-
view in the interest of promoting greater consistency and uniformity
while at the same time SSA fails to use the present method of judicial
review to accomplish the same goals.
Short of appealing more decisions adverse to the Secretary, the
agency could also provide more guidance by expanding the use of So-
cial Security Rulings. 6 Specifically, with due regard for the confiden-
tiality of the claimant, the Appeals Council could publish decisions it
believes should have precedential value and which would be binding
on all lower adjudicative levels. By increasing internal consistency and
uniformity among the adjudicative levels of the agency, the high rates
of reversal now prevalent at each stage might be reduced significantly.
High rates of reversal tend to encourage appeals; conversely, more uni-
form decisions within the agency should result in fewer requests for
judicial review, thus relieving some of the caseload burden on the dis-
trict courts, as well as reducing the opportunity for the creation of in-
consistent principles by the courts.
Judicial Alternative
Finally, the district courts themselves can continue to expand the
use of magistrates to decide social security cases. Greater use of magis-
the State of California Disability Evaluation Program, in STAFF OF THE SUBCOMM. ON SOCIAL
SECURITY OF THE COMM. ON WAYS AND MEANS, 95TH CONG., 2D SESS., DISABILITY ADJU-
DICATION STRUCTURE 52 (Comm. Print 1978). The Social Security Administration declined
to provide the author with a copy of the final report of the California study. In a telephone
interview with Leslie Renaldi, staff member, federal-state programs, Social Security Admin-
istration, Baltimore, Maryland (Mar. 6, 1981), Ms. Renaldi stated that the agency is still
planning to complete the study (of which the California project was a part), now renamed
the Personal Contact Consultation Examination Project, but could not estimate how much
longer the process would take. Professor Dixon had observed that the "lack of face-to-face
contact with the claimant at the initial determination and reconsideration levels is a serious
obstacle to attributing more finality to the two basic decisional stages and thus permitting
reduction or elimination of much of the hearing examiner (ALJ) and appellate structure."
Dixon, supra note 41, at 734.
116. Published quarterly by the Social Security Administration, this publication contains some
predecential case decisions, statements of policy, and interpretations of the law and
regulations.
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trates can significantly reduce the impact of social security cases on the
workload of the district court judges, especially in those districts with a
high incidence of social security cases.
CONCLUSION
The major fault of the Social Security Court proposal is the invalid-
ity of its underlying assumptions. Most of the decisional inconsistency
results from the abstract nature of the definition of disability in the
Social Security Act and not from the availability of review by a gener-
alist court. Also, the burden placed on the federal district courts by
social security cases is greatly exaggerated. To the extent that the spe-
cial court is structured as the draft legislation proposed, it will be costly
to administer without providing off-setting benefits in terms of more
uniformity and a reduction of caseload burden. The Social Security
Court proposal appears to be distinctly less desirable than many of the
alternatives suggested above.
